DAYCARE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Terms and conditions of using Spirit Ranch Dog Training services,
please read and agree to all terms before we arrange a date for
your puppies trial day or your older dogs (6 months of age and
over assessment)
1. I __________________(the owner) confirm to Spirit Ranch Dog Training (SRDT)
that I am legal owner of my dog; that my dog has not been ill with any
contagious disease or condition within the past (30) thirty days and that my
dog has received all necessary vaccinations.
2. I understand that SRDT is an open day care center I agree that my dog will
socialize with other dogs and I accept the risks involved. I agree that Spirit
Ranch Dog Training is not liable for any illnesses resulting during my dog’s
attendance.
3. I, as my pet’s owners, agree to contact SRDT in advance of any daycare
booking, if my dog becomes unwell or is acting out of character. I agree not to
bring my dog to daycare on that day.
4. I, the owner, accept as final, any decisions SRDT makes in regard to my dogs
suitability for attending daycare in their center. As dogs age, their
preferences for play may change and as my dog’s owner, I accept that SRDT
will make decisions on my dogs suitability for SRDT daycare based the
training team who conduct my dogs initial assessment.
5. I, my dog’s owners, agree to tell SRDT a.s.a.p., of any incidents or accidents
outside of daycare that may affect my dogs suitability for daycare.
6. I, the owners agree all dogs must enter and leave SRDT premises on lead. We
advise clients to use normal dog lead, not a flexi type lead. SRDT accepts that
while your dog may be well behaved off lead, this is a busy training center
and some of our clients may not have the skills to deal with an off lead dog.
7. I, the owner, in line with the ethos of SRDT, to not use or bring to SRDT any
aversive equipment. List of items which SRDT feel unsuitable for pet dogs
include choke chains, prong collars, and electric shock collars.
8. I, the owner, agree to adhere to the opening and closing times of SRDT.
Opening hours are from 7:00am and we close at 6:00pm sharp. Please note a
late collection fee will apply.
9. I, the owner agree, to book my dogs daycare space in advance.
10. I, the owner agree, to ensure that my dog is kept in good health, receives
regular parasite treatments, yearly vaccinations, which are required by SRDT
to allow my dogs to continue to mix with others dogs.
11. You further understand and agree that may problems develop with your
dog(s) will be treated as deemed by Spirit Ranch Dog Training staff at their
sole discretion, and that you assume full financial responsibility for all
expenses involved if yourself or SRDT decides to obtain medical treatment.

12. You accept that if your dog causes any excessive damage to the facility that
you could be asked to pay for repairs.
13. You understand that if your dog shows any signs of aggression towards other
dogs or people you may be asked to leave and should do so immediately on
the instruction of the staff.
14. Please be aware there will be dogs off lead of every breed including
restricted breeds, so if you are afraid of any specific breeds we ask you that
you do not attend.
15. Human aggressive dogs or dogs with extreme fear issues will not be allowed
to stay at Spirit Ranch Dog Training as it will not be a suitable environment
for them.

Client Name (written):
Client Signature:

Date:

